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We can get any material item delivered to our front door in 2 days yet we become more disconnected 
than ever to the physical world around us.  
We can take wonderfully clear selfies yet we forget to contemplate what it means to be in the image of 
God. 
We can listen to any song ever created on Spotify yet we neglect to listen to the rustle of leaves, or the 
singing of birds waking us up to a new day.  
We prioritize reading every single word on our social media feeds yet give up our Bible reading plans by 
February.  
We can talk on the phone with anyone in the world yet we fail to talk to God for five minutes, or to our 
spouses over the kitchen table.  
We can zoom our eyes in on a 50 inch television screen or a 6 inch phone screen for hours yet we cannot 
remember the last time we watched a sunset.  

 
We have more than ever, but somehow seem to lack more than ever.  
We are socially networked and technologically globalized, but somehow divided more than ever. 
We have less work to do to survive than any time in human history yet remain in a deep state of unrest. 

 
We suffer from a terrifying gravitational pull toward emptiness and meaningless which we drown out 
with countless distractions in our daily life. Like the old teacher of Ecclesiastes, we cry out-- “Vanity, 
Vanity, all is Vanity! So let’s eat, drink, surf Facebook, buy something on Amazon, flip on Netflix, and be 
merry.  

 
We have been told that the solution is more. Do more, know more, experience more, listen more, watch 
more, buy more, and own more. More, more, more.  
But what if more has always been less?  
More helps for a time, until it doesn’t.  
What if a purposeful pursuit of less could open us up to an abundant life of more?  

 
Q: What are some of the distractions in my daily life that drown out growing deeper in my spiritual life 
with God, and/or in my meaningful relationships with others? (4 min. silence) 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
If you looked at a list of 10 or so spiritual disciplines, it is likely that “Simplicity” will find its way on there. 
But while simplicity is a common spiritual discipline, it’s a bit of a weird one to wrap our minds around. 
Whereas most spiritual disciplines evoke an immediate, tangible expression, simplicity describes more of 
a lifestyle that could manifest itself in many different forms.  

 
While we want to take where we are and where we want to go seriously, please do not interpret any of 
this through a legalistic or shame-based lens. Through spiritual disciplines like simplicity we can cultivate 
the soil, but it is still God who gives the growth. We can’t earn God’s favor, and beating ourselves up 
rarely spurs on meaningful spiritual growth.  

 
When we live a life of simplicity, we strip away the barriers inhibiting us from living out of our true self. 
We’re freed from the complex web of distractions and false needs we’ve built into our relationships, 
routines, and expectations. This freedom found through simplicity then resonates throughout our life. 



Simplicity begins with letting go. Throughout church history followers of Jesus have intentionally vowed 
to let go and live simply. Following the example of our Lord Jesus himself, they have given up comfort 
and possessions and the clutter of life to leave larger spaces for loving God and neighbor. 
  
Monks as early as the 4th century began to express this tangibly by boiling down their lives to the 
essentials—both emotionally and physically. They liberated themselves from the things that can so 
easily weigh down the mind, body, and spirit. What appears to us to be a form of stark privation 
becomes, under the surface, a form of tending. Simplicity is like gardening to make room for the most 
important seeds of the coming season.  

 
Speaking of gardening. Some of you may remember the bishop from Les Miserables, the one who 
extends grace to Jean Valjean by pretending he had gifted him with all of the silver. The book details the 
bishop’s daily rhythm of life. He woke up and spent a couple of hours in the physical garden in his 
backyard. During the day he went out to spend time with people in his parish. At night he would spend 
several hours reading books and contemplating God. Asked about this strange and repetitive schedule, 
he replied (my words), “It’s all gardening. My ultimate vocation is that of a gardener. My physical garden 
is a garden. My parish is a garden. My mind is a garden. God calls me to faithfully cultivate all three.”  
 
As we slowly become aware of the unnecessary complexities taking up too much real estate in our 
mind—from resentments, to habitual worry, to gossip, to clutter, to overcommitments, or to 
frustrations —we find ourselves lighter, more focused, and more capable of engaging the abundant 
opportunity that flows all around us. As Jesus said, “I came that they may have life, and have it 
abundantly” (John 10:10). 

 
To stay clear-headed and clear-sighted, we must consider establishing healthy boundaries and rhythms. 
Your boundaries needn’t be the same or as strict as monks, or as the bishop from Les Mis—but these 
demarcations—these refusals—these “no”s--create the space for a deeper “yes”. We cannot maintain 
the exact form of their commitments in our daily lives, but we can retain the basic functions that guided 
them toward a life of simplicity.  Rather than living a shallow and hyperactive life in which we 
experience and taste a little bit of everything, boundaries force us to focus, empowering us to go deep. 
These structures and rules, if you will, give us a designated space to live in. 

 
When these rules, or rhythms, are made with wisdom and sound reason, and through trial and error, 
they provide a refuge from the noise and a strong sense of purpose, peace, and freedom. They allow us 
to focus our energy on our true priorities: the moments that bring us joy, the tasks that bring us 
meaning, the essentials that allow us to thrive, and the people to whom God has called us to love.  
-Simplicity creates margins and spaces and openness and freedom in our lives. It honors the resources of 
our small planet and our even smaller communities. It offers us the leisure of tasting the present 
moment. Simplicity invites us to let go and to say no to the tangle of our wants so that we can truly 
receive the benefits of daily life--sleeping, eating, walking, giving and receiving love.   (silence) 

 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 
-You may have heard of the strange Christian sect in the 1700s known as the Shakers. One of their 
hymns strikes at the heart of simplicity: “Tis a gift to be simple. Tis a gift to be free. Tis a gift to come 
down where you ought to be.” 
-And Jesus describes such a simple and free life in a number of practical expressions, be it our words, 
our money, our possessions, or our attention: 



“All you need to say is simply ‘Yes’ or ‘No’; anything beyond this comes from the evil one.” (Matt. 5:37) 
“Do not store up for yourselves treasures on earth, where moths and vermin destroy, and where thieves 
break in and steal. But store up for yourselves treasures in heaven, where moths and vermin do not 
destroy, and where thieves do not break in and steal. For where your treasure is, there your heart will 
be also.” (Matt. 6:19-21) 
“One thing you lack,” Jesus said. “Go, sell everything you have and give to the poor, and you will have 
treasure in heaven. Then come, follow me.” (Mark 10:21) 
“But seek first his kingdom and his righteousness, and all these things will be given to you as well. 
Therefore do not worry about tomorrow, for tomorrow will worry about itself. Each day has enough 
trouble of its own.” (Matt. 6:33-34) 
“Jesus said: “‘Love the Lord your God with all your heart and with all your soul and with all your mind.’ 
This is the first and greatest commandment. And the second is like it: ‘Love your neighbor as 
yourself.’  All the Law and the Prophets hang on these two commandments.”” (Matt. 22:37-40) 
And Paul in Philippians 4: “I am not saying this because I am in need, for I have learned to be content 
whatever the circumstances. I know what it is to be in need, and I know what it is to have plenty. I have 
learned the secret of being content in any and every situation, whether well fed or hungry, whether 
living in plenty or in want. I can do all this through him who gives me strength.” (Phil. 4:11-13) 

 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
7 questions to evaluate our own life when it comes to simplicity (short silence after each) 
1) How has the “more is better” mentality shaped me, when it comes to possessions or words or 
experiences or activities or otherwise?  
2) Do you tend to envy those who have more things or more opportunities than you do? 
3) How much of your identity is wrapped up in where you go? What you do? What you own? Who are 
you deep down, apart from these acquisitions and opportunities? 
4) When someone asks you how you are, how often do you respond, “I’m busy, but good.” Why do we 
so often feel the need to share how busy we think we are? 
5) Have you ever given away something you still wanted and liked? What was that like? (pause) 
6) Where have you complicated your life with God? 
7) Where have you complicated your life with others?  

 
10 potentially helpful rules for a life of simplicity 
1) Buy things for their usefulness rather than for their status.  
2) Reject anything that is provoking an addiction in you. A substance, a possession, a game, a habit, a 
relationship. Addictions distract us from God perhaps more than anything else.  
3) Develop a habit of giving things away.  
4) Not my phrase-- “Refuse to be propagandized by the custodians of modern gadgetry.” In other words, 
do you really need that new toy? American marketing does not cultivate within us the discipline of 
simplicity.  
5) Learn to enjoy things without owning them. Consider borrowing, renting, or sharing.  
6) Look with healthy skepticism on all “buy now, pay later” schemes. 
7) Develop a deeper appreciation for the gift of God’s natural creation.  
8) Obey Jesus’ instructions about plain, honest speech.  
9) Reject anything that breeds the oppression of others. Do not allow one’s abundance to be the cause 
of your neighbor’s deprivation. 
10) Consider reducing anything that distracts you from seeking first the kingdom of God.  

 



 
 
Specific habits, rhythms, or practices to consider for incorporating this spiritual discipline  
1) Spend a month doing some outer decluttering. Spend 10 minutes a day or one hour on the weekend 
focused on simplifying clutter on your desk, on your walls, or in your drawers and closets.  

 
2) For one month, don’t spend money on anything that isn’t truly an absolute need. Do this for the sake 
of cultivating simplicity, not just frugality. At the end of the month reflect on your experience.  
 
3) Spend a month doing some inner decluttering. You can do this by limiting the news and information 
you consume via the radio, podcasts, television and online to certain times of the day—while 
simultaneously carving out time for silence and solitude.  
 
4) Take a serious look at your current social media and television habits. Where am I now, and where 
do I want to go? Abstinence is not necessary; television and social media are not pure evils. 
Nevertheless, how can I cultivate healthy habits? Consider setting specific times in the day to check 
Facebook, Twitter, the news, or whatever your habit is. Consider an occasional “fast”--a certain time of 
the day, or during weekly Sabbath time, or even for a stretch of time like Lent. Eliminating mindless 
electronic consumption is perhaps more likely to open us up to a life of peace and purpose than 
anything else.  

 
5) Assess the things, activities, and people in your life in written form. One column for what keeps life 
convoluted, complicated, and confusing, one column for what keeps life meaningful, refreshing, and 
sustaining. In other words, what sucks the life out of you, and what gives you life? (see Bob) 

 
6) Write down what you eat for a whole week. What does the list tell you about your relationship to 
food? Shoot for simple, nourishing, sustaining, and enjoyable, not the extremes on either end.  

 
7) Spend an entire day, or several days, focused on your speech. Evaluate your tendency to listen or to 
speak, to insert your opinion into matters, to critique versus encourage, etc.  

 
Vision of what the God-given fruits of simplicity could (or already do) look like in one’s life 
1) living an uncluttered life 
2) becoming clearer and more distilled as a person 
3) creating more space in my life for loving and serving God and people 
4) using simple, honest speech without double meanings or pretense 
5) experiencing freedom from envy and entitlement 
6) being able to let go 
7) staking my identity in God’s love above all else 

 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 
-Comments, questions, suggestions, reflections?  
-What were these exercises like for you?  
-If 10 is a very simple life, and 0 is a chaotic, confusing existence, where are you right now? 
-Did one of the questions or practices or teachings stick out to you? 


